Report on holding an intra-university scientific and practical conference
“Historical and cultural heritage of Kazakhstan as a vector direction of
development of the society " dedicated to the International tourism forum
"Ulytau-2019”
On September 26, 2019, the Department of the Assembly of the People of
Kazakhstan and Social-Humanitarian Disciplines held a university scientific and
practical conference on the topic “Historical and cultural heritage of Kazakhstan as
a vector direction of development of the society " dedicated to the International
tourism forum "Ulytau-2019”
Participants of the round table: Malaev D. B. head of the Department of
scientific and expert support and methodological support of KSU "Kogamdyk
kelesim" of the Akim of Karaganda region
Bedelbaeva M. V. head of the Museum of archaeology SAI at Karsu.After
E. A. Buketov, candidate of historical Sciences.
Senior lecturer Sadvakasova R. M., lecturer Aubakirov E. Zh. senior lecturer
Seidenova M. A., candidate of historical Sciences., associate Professor Kazbekov
N. A.
Ppurpose of the conference: strengthening of Kazakhstan's identity and
unity, values of the national idea "Mangilik El", "rukhani zhangyru", "Seven faces
of the great steppe" and New Kazakhstan patriotism as a national heritage of the
people, improvement of Patriotic education of students, development of
intercultural interaction among students, strengthening of national consciousness
through the wealth of cultural heritage of the people and conscious attitude of
modern youth to citizenship and spirituality.
Tasks:
1. development and strengthening of national consciousness of Kazakhstan through
the wealth of cultural heritage of the people;
2. opening the wealth of the national spiritual Treasury to the world;
3. creation of a system for studying the national cultural heritage: history, philosophy,
Ethnography, language, literature, painting, music .
Achieved results: the information obtained is a significant example for today's
youth in the development of spiritual and moral education
Involvement of mass media, KSTU press service, bloggers, etc.: was absent
The responsible: Sadvakasova R.M, Aubakirov E. J. Sadenova M. A., Kazbekova,
N. A
Analytical information:
The Department of the Assembly of people of Kazakhstan and social and
humanitarian disciplines held a scientific and practical conference" Historical and
cultural heritage of Kazakhstan as a vector direction of development of society "
dedicated To the international tourism forum "Ulytau-2019”( coverage - 100
people.)

The round table was opened by moderator Sadvakasova R. M., who
introduced the goals and objectives of the event, voiced the importance and
significance of the historical and cultural heritage of Kazakhstan.
During the round table the students discussed the following issues:
1. History of Ulytau 2019 (Lautenschlager S. student group. Log-17-2);
2. The ethno-tourism of Kazakhstan (V. Yugay student group. Log-17-2);
3. Modern creative clusters (Ivashchenko I. student group. TT-17-6);
4. Sacred places (Bogomol I. student group. TT-17-5);
5. Problems of preservation of historical – cultural and natural sites (Pankratova M.
student group TT-17-5);
6. Kazakh steppe sings songs (Kasymbaev R., Kondybaev S. student group. EE-182.);
7. Arabic philosophy (Mustafayev G., student Sailhan C. gr. EE-18-2.);
8. cultural heritage of Kazakhstan (student gr. Uh-18-2.);
9. Seven faces of the great steppe (D. Nurbekova, student group. EE-18-2.);
10.Historical and cultural heritage as a direction of development of society ( Maral A.
student group EE-18-2);
11. Monuments of Ulytau region ( Kasymkhan S. student group EE-18-2);
The guests of the round table took an active part in the discussions, expressed their
civic position, analyzed the importance of preserving and developing the historical
and cultural heritage of Kazakhstan.

